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Abstract: This paper discusses experience of representing work in different ways. In 
the ongoing discussion about how to make ethnographic findings available for design 
work on representations has been presented. The paper shows how sequences of work 
have been used as a way to describe and analyze the work of operators handling 
emergency calls. Four sequences were identified: Answering (A), Responding (B), 
Monitoring and updating (C), and Closure (D). Within each of the sequences sub 
categories was used in order to exemplify and account for how the operators did in 
each sequence. A motivation of the work reported in this paper has been to explore 
alternatives or complementary to textual representations of the work. It should be 
easier to make sense of the flexibility of the sequences if it was visualized in graphics. 
Layers of representation are discussed as one way to get access to details not available 
at an overview level of description. When using the sequences in analysis, oral or 
written presentation the stories may be closely coupled to the figures.

1. Introduction

Ethnographies of work and work places done within the field of Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work (CSCW) often aim to influence or inform design (see e.g. [5], [6], [3], 
[4] and [7]). Ethnography can be used as a mean for describing the work and identifying 
features of the activity. This paper contributes to the discussion with a story of how we used 
sequences of work during a research project carried out in cooperation with the Swedish 
Emergency service centres (SOS-centres). The sequences are representations of the work 
carried out and were used in order to analyze and present what emergency operators do when 
handling cases. This paper draws on our experiences of using sequences when describing, 
analyzing and representing work. Two uses of the sequences will be presented in this paper. 
First, the sequences have been used as a tool in the analysis of how the emergency service 
operators handle cases. Second, they have been used in order to present the analysis of the 
work practice for others. 

The paper will first present the motivation behind the sequences and introduce 
the inspiration for the work. The use of the sequences is then exemplified by the use 
of two authentic cases from the SOS-centre. This part is followed by examples of how 
visualizations of the sequences. Of importance here is how the textual and graphical versions 
of the representations have been used in analysis as well as in presentation for developers, 
researchers and students. The graphical representations of the sequences presented in this 
paper are experiments with alternatives and complements to textual and oral accounts of 
the work practice. In the following discussion layers of representation are discussed. Layers 
of representation summaries the idea about how details in how work is carried out may be 
present in representations. The conclusions wraps up experiences from using and visualize 
sequences of work.



2. Background and inspiration

2.1. The studies at the emergency service centres

The research presented in this paper draws from a project carried out in cooperation with the 
SOS-centres. At the centres field studies has been conducted in order to observe, document 
and analyze the call-operators’ work practice. The first part of the assignment was to observe 
and analyze how the work was carried out and report about how functions in the computer 
aided dispatch system and other technologies were used. The second part was to suggest new 
capabilities to add, as well as those to keep, in the new computer aided dispatch system under 
design. Of special interest for the SOS-centre were questions about how operators handle 
cases singly or together. The field studies has involved co-listening to calls, video recordings 
of the work practice and analysis of which technology they use.

The study included three sizes of centres: Large city centres – serving an area of about 
two million people, and medium centres– serving about half a million people, and smaller 
centres – serving about a couple of hundred thousand people each. Except the amount of 
people being served by the centres, the size also refers to number of terminals and operators 
that works at the centres. The larger city centre has about 12-15 active computer aided 
dispatch (ComAiDi) terminals within the traffic room. The ComAiDi consists of a database 
and a switchboard. In the database e.g. cases and information about dispatch units are stored. 
E.g. the switchboard is used for handling incoming and outgoing telephone calls, automatic 
alarms and radio communication. The smaller and medium sized centres have between four 
and eight active terminals. There is also a difference in the technology between the centres; 
the larger centre has a newer version of the system, with some specific differences. In the 
larger centres the operators are more specialized in their roles. For example one operator may 
be answering the emergency line, another be responsible for keeping track of ambulances 
within a certain area, and a third answering calls about on-call duties and automatic alarms. 
In the smaller centres those roles are present, but the operator may be involved handling 
many different kind of cases at once, not just answer a certain line (see e.g. [1], [8], and [9], 
[10]) for more information about the work and the SOS-centre-setting).

2.2. Different kinds of representations

Within for example architecture and software design, design patterns have been used during 
about two decades in order to describe solutions to different problems. Erickson [4] describe 
the use of patterns in Interaction Design arguing that there is a need for a common language, 
a lingua franca, for design. Erickson writes that patterns was developed by Alexander within 
architecture and the aim was to document and re-use good solution to common problems. 

“Alexander’s pattern language range from supporting the design of environments that have what Alexander 
calls ‘the quality without a name, “ to—most relevant to our purposes—helping non-architectures participate 
in the design of their own environments.” (p. 360).

Patterns this way could guide the practitioners and give them something to relate to in the 
design process. Examples of successful design solutions could be tested and referred to when 
drawing the new house or when constructing the new environmental setting. In a similar way 
patterns are used within the software industry to suggest and prescribe solutions to common 
problems. Martin, Rodden et al., [7] have looked for aspects that are repeated in the body 
of ethnographies already carried out, within for example control rooms of different kinds. 
The strategy applied by Martin et al. was to re-visit current field studies and try to identify 
patterns of cooperative interaction. They write:



Patterns are attempts to marry the relevant aspects of the physical and social characteristics of a setting into 
a design; they provide facility to share knowledge about design solutions and the setting in which such a 
solution is applied (…) (ibid, p. 41)

They present work about pattern languages for representing ethnographic data in suitable 
way for system design. They identify a tension between the detailed character of studies and 
the need for generalizations for system design. The field data is represented in a structured 
way informed by the work of Alexander. They make a point about the fact that the use of 
the patterns is different than the aim of Alexander. Rather than pointing out how a problem 
should be solved the patterns are used to describe how they are solved in different settings 
(p. 45).

The authors present a way of their own towards patterns. Those patterns can be used to 
describe ethnographic findings, and are not aimed to be problem oriented. They write:

In order to break free of the current limitations of patterns we sought to move away from problems as the 
defining characteristics of patterns. While the concepts of problems has a resonance for design patterns and 
make sense in terms of the overall process of design it is less clear that a pattern language oriented around 
problems would be of utility in presenting studies. (Ibid, p. 46)

Different audiences may need different versions of patterns; they may be represented in 
several ways. A focus on problems may hamper the overall understanding of the work 
practice. The interest in patterns seems to be based on many threads and with different 
purposes of use.

Blomberg et al., [2] write:

“In order to generate potentially valuable ideas, critically evaluate and prioritize design concepts, and 
guide actions of development teams, it is important to identify and articulate patterns, principles and 
relational frameworks for understanding experience. Simple re-presentations of observational data or lists 
of disconnected findings are not particularly useful to design. In other words, it is important to ascertain 
and visualize pattern that underlies how people create meaning, interact, and organize their experience in 
a selected domain. Experience models or frameworks identify, highlight and visualize relevant patterns of 
human behavior and experience in order to guide design. (ibid)

In the case of experience models the understanding of what and how, observational data, are 
represented and conceptualized in a way that should help others to understand what the field 
under study is about.

3. Representing work

3.1. Sequences of work

When starting to work with sequences within the SOS-project it was motivated by a wish 
of overcoming difficulties in the analysis of the operators’ work practice. Those difficulties 
were grounded in the differences between the five SOS-centres that were studied. During the 
analysis meetings when cases was discussed it was often said that “they do not do that way at 
that centre, rather they do like this” – or “the function does not work like that in that centre”. 
The sequences should be based on an understanding of what operators do when handling a 
case. The sequences aimed at describing aspects of the work common to all centres. In the 
SOS project the identification of the sequences was made during a meeting when most of 
the studies were done. The research group met and tried to answer questions about what is 
common in the way cases are handled at all centres visited. The meeting took the form of 
a debriefing session, where the discussions were grounded in experiences from the field. 
Examples and cases were used as stories in order to identify general aspects, that are the same 



at all centres. Aspects that was not the same, was documented as well. Four sequences were 
identified: Answering (A), Responding (B), Monitoring and updating (C), and Closure (D).

Answering (A). The operators at all centres first answer the phone call. The operator interviews 
the caller and decides whether it is going to be a case for the emergency service centre or 
not. The second sequence that was identified was called “Responding (B)”. The sequence 
starts when the operators begin to dispatch the necessary units, i.e. respond to the event. 
The operators choose which resources to dispatch and contact them. Responding means for 
example to send out the fire brigade or call the police, shortly to do whatever is necessary 
in order to handle the case. The next sequence was called “Monitoring and updating (C)”. 
The operators monitor the dispatched resources, but also get updated information about the 
situation at the scene. Examples of updates that the operators receive from the ground forces 
are that the ambulance is on site or that the accident was worse than described from the 
beginning. The operators may then be asked to dispatch more units to the scene. The last 
sequence identified was closure (D). The case are closed when all units has reported that they 
are standing by for dispatch. The reason for including this sequence in the analysis is that a 
case is closed when the last resource has reported back the status “ready with assignment”. 
Cases may be lasting some minutes, hours, or occasionally even days.

3.1.1. Case 1: ‘Tires-on-fire’

Two operators handle the case that follows. It is about a fire in a number of tires placed at a 
gas station. 

Sequence A: The call-taking operator answers an incoming call to the emergency line, 112. The caller 
reports about tires on fire. The call taker enters this information in the form and then asks the caller 
whether there is any danger to nearby buildings. He is told that the fire is near a gas station. Listening-in 
is a function that allows the assisting operator to listen to the call and talk with call-taker. The caller does 
only hear what the call-taker says. At the same time as the request is answered the case is created. The 
call taker is requesting listening in. The operator that answers the call sits face to face. 

Sequence B: The assisting operator walks to the paper maps and pulls one of them down. She looks 
at it and then tells the call taker which rescue zone to enter in the case. The rescue zone is needed in 
order to get a corresponding plan. About one minute into the call the caller says that it is about 200 tires 
that are burning. The call-taker finishes the conversation. He says “I write 200 tires on fire, near a gas 
station”. The operators divide the dispatch; two fire brigades are to be dispatched according to the plan. 
The dispatch is done.

Sequence C: The operators continue with the case, but are also handling other cases. The dispatched 
resources are confirming that they are on their way to the scene and more detailed information is given 
to them. The call taker makes sure that the fire brigade knows where to go. About 11 minutes after the 
first call is ended the call taker answers a call to the 112. This call turns out to be about the same event 
and is placed by the same caller as before. The call taker says: “Yes, it is burning tires there, yes”. The 
caller says that the whole gas station is on fire. The following is a transcript of what the call taker, Erik, 
(CT) and the assisting operator, Karin, (AO) says:

10. CT: Is the whole gas station on fire now? Okay. Yes, the rescue service is on its way, we have got 
the alarm here before. It has spread to the gas station now also, then? Yes, okay.
11. AO: (is on the phone with someone) it sounds like it evidently ()
12. CT: They are on their way now. But the whole gas station is on fire now accordingly.
13. [AO: and now the gas station has ignited too.
14. CT: Yes, yes, keep yourself away if it is something that explodes or anything. That is the best thing 
to do in that case. Yes they are there yes. Okay, bye, bye [The CT hangs up the cal]
15. CT: The gable at the gas station is on fire there and the roof.
16. AO: [to someone in the phone or in the radio] Yes they are informed there, but we call them again 



and inform them about this further then. They say that the gable of the gas station has ignited.

The lines marked by bold (lines 10-13) in the transcript illustrates that the conversation is 
parallel—i.e. what the assisting operator says is said at the same time as the call taker says 
what he says. As can be seen in the transcript the assisting operator updates the person on 
the phone with the new information at the same time as it is given. After the phone call is 
concluded the call taker radios up the fire brigade and give them the new information. The 
fire brigade tells that they are arriving at the spot, information that is entered into the case 
form. 

Sequence D: When the fire brigade is ready at the scene the centre is receiving a radio call. They get 
the message that all units are returning to the fire station. When all units are back, the fire chief contacts 
the centre and requests statistics for the case. Things that are important here are time for dispatch, time 
when the dispatch is acknowledged, when they are reporting “at the spot” and when they are finished. 
The case is closed when the operator choose to finish it. When finished it is not longer visible in the list 
of ongoing cases. Yet, it is still accessible for the operators as an account (they cannot change anything 
in it).

The case is chosen as an example of how the operator receives updated information from the 
scene, and how this information is dealt with. The information can be given at anytime, and 
the operators then need to make sure that it is about the same event as before. The sequences 
do not represent a workflow that looks the same all the time. For example the analyze may 
suggest that the first sequence (A) may not always be followed by the second (B). Rather D 
could follow A, if no units were necessary to dispatch and a case was created before this was 
realized. Or A could follow B if there were more calls about the same accidentAs can be seen 
in the case there is another call about the same event. The caller gives updated information. 
Sometimes the information given can change how the case is to be dealt with. Perhaps more 
resources need to be dispatched or the ambulance and the fire brigade need to get there 
faster. In the “tires on fire”-case the resources was on their way, and quite close to the scene 
when the second call was received. Still, it is important for the operators to inform about and 
document the changes.

3.1.2. Case 2: ‘Traffic accident in Knutshult’

The following case is about a traffic accident. Two cars collide. Two calls are received from 
the accident scene, one from a mobile phone (call 1) and another from a stationary telephone 
(call 2). After about a minute the operators identify that they have created two cases about the 
accident. The case is presented more thoroughly in Pettersson et Al. ([10]). The name of the 
location and operators has been changed because of privacy reasons.

Sequence A: Kamilla (at terminal 2) answers the first call. Anton (at terminal 3) answers the second, 
about ten seconds later. The operators start to interview the callers and enter information in the case 
form. The operators ask questions about “What and where”. Anton is the first operator to request 
listening-in. Pernilla (at terminal 11) answers the request. At the same time as the request is answered, 
the case is created (nr 420). Kamilla are requesting listening-in a little bit later. Lillian (at terminal 9), 
the operator that sits face-to-face to Kamilla, answers the request.

Sequence B: Pernilla starts to dispatch by choosing which ambulance to send out. She chooses which 
fire brigade and ambulance to dispatch. Lillian turns her head to Anton and says “Traffic accident in 
Knutshult”. Anton nod, and Pernilla turns around and says, “I am on my way. Anton already got that 
case. We are working in Antons’s case”. Lillian acknowledges (she says “Ohh”), and looks at her 
screen. The assisting operators coordinate the dispatch; Lillian dispatches the fire brigade and Pernilla 
the ambulance. Anton closes the phone conversation and asks about the status of the dispatch. Pernilla 
informs him about it. Kamilla, that answered the first call, is still interviewing the caller.



Sequence C: The units are on their way to the scene and contact the centre. Anton answers the radio 
and gives the latest information. The fire brigade informs which units are on their way. The ambulances 
inform the operators where they are taking the injured people. The caller talking with Kamilla informs 
her that the fire brigade is arriving to the spot. The interview ends. The call-taker then calls the Police 
to inform them about the accident. The ambulance director tells Kamilla that there was a case created 
about the same accident just before her. The second case is then finished. Kamilla says, “I called the 
Police there anyway”. Lillian enters the information in the first case.

Sequence D: The units report that they are ready with the assignment, and the case is closed.

After the sequences were identified they were used as a way both to analyze the work 
practice and as a way of presenting the work. In the case presented above there are two cases 
created. The operators identify the calls to be about the same accident, but the handling of 
the cases goes on in parallel – i.e. Kamilla continues the interview as the other operators do 
the dispatch.

As it turned out in the project, the way we dealt with the sequences made it possible 
to combine the overview description with the details necessary for describing the analysis of 
the work practice. When reporting about the work to the SOS the sequences were used as a 
framework for the work. Within each of the sequences sub categories was used in order to 
exemplify and account for how the operators did in each sequence. Working with describing 
the sequences in text were valuable since they allowed us to generalize how cases were 
handled and tell a story about the work.

3.2. Graphical representations

The work with graphical representations was carried out after the reports had been handed over 
to the SOS-centre. A seminar, workshop, was arranged shortly after the reports was delivered 
(in November 2000) where the development team interrogated some of the researchers and 
asked questions relevant for their work (Professor Bo Helgeson, Maria Normark and Jenny 
Lundberg arranged this session.) The reports consisted of accounts for the work, descriptions 
of the environment and technology, and suggestions for future functions in the future 
platform for case handling. Although the reports were reported useful for the SOS-team, it 

Figure 1. Above is one picture of how the emergency service centres represent what they do. The picture 
shows incoming calls. It shows three steps in the handling of a call - analysis (fastställer), judgement 
(bedömning) and dispatch - coordination - directs and gives advices. It also shows dispatch services.



was realized that the content could have been presented in another way than text. Inspired by 
experience models, representations of the sequences were developed as a way to learn about 
alternative ways to present the work. The first attempt was to try to make illustrations of how 
the operators moved in the room (see figure 1,2 and 3a, b,c,d in Pettersson [9]), and how 
cases were handled. One of the difficulties when working with the representations was that 
too many details was included, making the figures hard to grasp. In parallel with illustrating 
the cases it was realized that visualization of the sequences in the handling of emergency 
cases could be done. It should be easier to make sense of the flexibility of the sequences if it 
was visualized in graphics.

Figure 1 shows how the emergency service centre describes how they handle cases. 
Figure 2 shows an example of how sequences could be presented in a graphical form. The 

Figure 2. When presenting the sequences for the SOS their own figure was used in order to position where 
each sequence was found (the original picture is taken from the annual report, 2000). The sequences was 

referred to 1a (answering), 1b (dispach of resources), 1c (Monitoring and updating) and 1d (closure) in an aim 
not to suggest a workflow (picture taken from the slide show).

Figure 3. A representation of an event in a high layer of representation. The sequences are called Answering 
(A), Responding (B), Monitoring and updating (C) and Closure (D)



figure was at first thought of as complementing the SOS-centres own way of describing what 
they do (i.e. figure 1). The sequences work suggested two more states of a case, namely 
monitoring and updating (e.g. when the dispatch has been done) and closure. The figure was 
developed more, in order to show the sequences (e.g. figure 3). In figure 3 the first sequence 
(A) starts with a distinct line, indicating when the call is answered. Note that the following 
lines are shaped as waves. The shape represents the observation that the sequences do not 
just end and are followed by others, but are going on in parallel without any distinct ends or 
beginnings. Later it, has also become a resource in the analysis of the cases. In this specific 
figure the actual time has not been represented. The size of each sequence point to how long 
time related to the whole case it continues. The current experience is that the benefit of the 
figure lies in that it by very simple means may show important aspects of the work. Figures of 
the two cases presented above will exemplify how more detailed representations, than figure 
1, may look.

3.2.1. Case 1: ‘Tires-on-fire’

A high layer representation of the case (i.e. an overview) could be represented like figure 4. The 
sequences are represented by polygons that are placed according to the sequences identified 
in the case. When doing the representation things that are crucial for the understanding of 
the specifics of the case was chosen. Here the idea is to present what the operators do in 
each sequence and also point out that the sequences not necessarily are ended, but goes on in 
parallel – i.e. a point that was hard to illustrate with text. Some of what the operators do, e.g. 
answering the calls, interviews, requests listening-in, and dispatches are presented in text. 

3.2.2. Case 2: ‘Traffic accident in Knutshult’

In figure 5 the case is represented in a graphical form. The difference in the representation 
includes vertical lines. Those lines represent the operators involved i.e. Kamilla ( CT 1), 

Figure 4. An overview of sequences in case 1. Each polygon and its color represents a sequence. The figure 
shows how sequences are overlapping and parallel, not necessarily sequential.



Lillian (AO 1), Anton (CT 2), and Pernilla (AO2). The part of the figure was done in order 
to start the analysis of the case. The “hands on work”, e.g. doing the representation and 
access the data starting from it, with the figure were helpful in the start of the analysis. In 
order to represent the handling of the case in the figure it was necessary to find answers in 
the material. The first lines that were drawn represented the calls answered by Kamilla and 
Anton. The lines were followed by the lines representing Pernilla and Lillians involvement 
in the handling. When those lines were made it was realized that the figure could as well 
represent when the case was created. At one point in the handling of the case Lillian turns 
her head towards Anton and says “Traffic Accident in Knutshult”. Anton nods and Pernilla 
says that she is on her way working with the case. Lillian says “Oh, Okey”. This part is 
represented in the figure as a circle. The line moves towards Anton’s case when Lillian 
continues the work in that case (420).

The second benefit has been at a representational level. The figure has been useful 
when showing other researchers and students what the case is about. At the moment the 
representation is placed next to the transcription in the wall in the Work Practice Laboratory 
(figure 6). This makes it possible to access the textual representation of the case from the 
figure or vice versa. The representation is an access point to the material and has become an 
aid when talking about the case. In figure 5 the original representation has been placed on top 
of the sequence figure. The figure represents both the technology (i.e. answering the calls, 
when the cases are created) and the work (who is involved in the case and what do they do).

4. Layers of representation

The power of the representations lies in their simplicity – in a way they oversimplifies what 
is happening. At the same time by simplifying and leaving out the details there is a risk that 
the material become rigid and uninspiring. Those figures serve as overviews of the events and 
can be used as an access points to the data or the stories being told. As has been presented 

Figure 5. The figure show a representation of the ‘Knutshult case’. The vertical lines represents the operators. 
The doted part of the lines (CT 1 and CT2) represents the call before a case is created. The circle represents 

that the operators identifies that there is another call about the same event.



Figure 6 The data from the case was placed at the wall. The representation was drawn on sheets fo paper 
juxtaposed with the data. From the figure lines was drawn intor the data. The circle corresponds to the time 

when the operators realize they aredealing with the same case.

earlier a motivation of the work reported in this paper has been to explore alternatives or 
complementary to textual representations of the work. The figures are not always self-
explanatory but the use can be as access points to underlying data. The figures represent 
different levels of details and important aspects according to the analysis can be highlighted 
by e.g. by the use of specific objects representing the sequences (as in figure 4) or by drawing 
a circle around the event (as in figure 5). One way of thinking of it is different kind of layers 
of representation. The first layer, and the base for the rest, is observations of the work. By 
looking at different layers of representation this layer may be a video clip, or stills, of each 
sequence of the case. It may also be a story told by some of the fieldworkers. On top of this 
layer the figures are placed and the closer you are to the first layer the more detailed is the 
information. Consider the figures 1, 2, and 3. Figure 1,2 and 3 are general overviews of cases. 
The layer below could for example show figures that are based on figures of real cases, such 
as figure 4 (case 1, the tires on fire example). Yet another level of detail, another layer of 
representation, may be figure 5 (case 2, the traffic accident case). The circles or juxtaposed 
sequence represents that something happens. This something is perhaps the why motivating 
further analysis of the case.

The sequences of work practice described in this paper were useful for the analysis of 
the work, and in presenting it. The reason for this may be that they are grounded in the actual 
cases. Since the sequences are grounded in the cases we did not force ourselves to stay at a 
general level of description. Rather the examples played an important role in making sense 
of the representation of the work. The experience from the work with sequences is that they 
are valuable and add something to the analysis. The experience from the representations 
presented here is that when doing the representation it is also needed to motivate the 
decisions. If everything is represented at once, it might be a very difficult figure to make 
sense of. In the nature of representing lies the work of deciding what to represent and what 
to show with the representation.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented experiences of representing and visualizing sequences of work. The 
paper took its starting point in patterns of different kinds. The sequences may be seen as a 



kind of patterns. The sequences are representations and are useful in order to understand and 
discuss the work practice. Still they are products of the analysis of the work actually carried 
out. An important feature of how the sequences have been used is that they are not necessarily 
sequential, e.g. Responding etc follow Answering. Each sequence represents work that are 
carried out for example when answering or dispatching recourses.

The experience is that the sequences were purposeful when trying to generalize 
findings from the fieldwork and present them for the design team. One reason for this may be 
that vignettes from the work practice were used to exemplify them. The power of examples 
gain at the field, e.g. the cases presented in this paper, is that they suggest us to understand 
what is really done and get inspiration from that. Without the understanding of what is done 
today the risk is that we 1) are really limiting the design or 2) giving it to free hands. The 
varieties in how the work is carried out today may be useful to understand when designing 
something new. Stories are told to point to our imagination—and ethnographies are in some 
degree stories from the world out there. By looking closely at the work practice parts that 
works well in the technology can be kept at the same time as ideas for change are brought 
forward. When using the sequences in analysis, oral or written presentation the stories may 
be closely coupled to the figures. In the overview things that the fieldworker, or designer, find 
interesting could be highlighted. In each case the specifics could be represented. This way the 
uniqueness of each case does not necessarily disappear in the representations.
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